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Why are students 
de-motivated?

Dr. Nic Petty 
(statistics and math teacher)

The nature 
of the subject

How it is taught



The nature of the subject

- Requires learning some statistics (most hated subject in college!)

- Needs developing technical skills (from basic to advanced)

- Encourages self-reliance, trial and error (no simple answers)

- May prompt calls for urgent support (close to deadlines)

We can make data extraction from some sources easier



Creating software to help make data journalism easier

Those are the three github repos mainly for data extraction:

● https://github.com/wsaqaf/mecodify (Twitter)

● https://github.com/wsaqaf/fbscraper (Facebook)

● https://github.com/wsaqaf/ddjblocks (Bitcoin blockchain)

https://github.com/wsaqaf/mecodify
https://github.com/wsaqaf/fbscraper
https://github.com/wsaqaf/ddjblocks


How it is taught

- Style of teaching doesn’t suit students

- Not enough relevant/interesting examples

- Goes too fast

- Not enough hands-on workshops and 1-on-1 supervision

- Does not adapt fast enough to new tools/technologies

Fortunately, there’s a lot we can do here!   :)



Start by having students ask themselves
‘Why do I want to be a data journalist?’ 

● It’s evidence-based
● It’s easier to do (data is everywhere)
● It unveils important facts to the public
● It has multiple uses in many sectors
● It expands ways of thinking
● It’s cool & mostly fun
● and much more...

Show examples 
of local and 
international 
data journalists 
and how they 
made a 
difference with 
their stories and 
advanced their 
careers.



What do motivated students have in common?



Step (1)

Offer to use examples
that are interesting

and relevant to the student



Discover the history of a vlogger the student follows

Tools to use: 
YouTube data API
Socialbakers.com

https://www.socialbakers.com/statistics/youtube/channels/detail/UCgh1498DodqqKvZ-FO5bRFg-theonelilium-asmr
https://developers.google.com/youtube/
https://www.socialbakers.com/


Demystify chances of winning the lottery the student 
often participates in but never wins :/



Follow a hot & new social media #campaign the student supports

Tools to use:
Twitter Search API
Mecodify

https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/search/api-reference/get-search-tweets.html
https://github.com/wsaqaf/mecodify


Reveal how the Brazilian national football team performed 
over the years and what may have gone wrong recently

Useful 
resource:
http://openfoot
ball.github.io/

http://openfootball.github.io/
http://openfootball.github.io/


Discover origins of bitcoins worth millions of US dollars that 
were donated to Wikileaks, which the student is fascinated by

Tools to use: 
- blockchain.info
- DJBlocks

https://github.com/wsaqaf/ddjblocks


Uncover dynamics on Facebook in relation to the recent 
Swedish elections,which a student is interested in

Valet 2018
Tool to use:
FBScraper

https://github.com/wsaqaf/fbscraper


Step (2)

Brainstorm with the student on how 
to search for and ultimately find the 
right data source(s) in relation to the 

chosen story/topic



Data sources can be:

● Public databases?

● Websites?

● Social media?

● Gather the data themselves?

● ... and much more



Step (3)

Help students go through suggested 
sources, give them time and allow them 

to make mistakes along the way until 
the right data sources are identified



Example:

How did the Swedish political parties 
leverage social media before and 

after the recent election?

Sources: Twitter, Facebook



Step (4)

Allow students to explore the best 
mechanisms for extracting data from the 

source. But you can always give 
suggestions when stuck



For example, Mecodify can be used for Twitter



For example, FBScraper can be used for Facebook



Step (5)

Let students work in groups to install 
and run the tool(s), with support if 
necessary. Have them extract the 

data for the case agreed upon



For example, Excel and SPSS could be used for data analysis



For advanced data analysis, Python and R are useful



Step (6)

Together go through the exercises on 
excel/SPSS/Python/R and other tools 

to do the analysis. Use pedagogic 
tools like Jupyter for the walk 

through on how to analyze the data



http://jupyter.org/


Step (7)

Let students show their result and 
express pride of ownership of their 

work. They should be proud of what 
they have achieved and presented



Example: Results of an analysis of Swedish parties Twitter use

Map on Kumu

https://embed.kumu.io/bdd1be0d09c39afe64224cb101201d3c


Conclusion

- Motivation requires having students want to learn DJ

- Examples of relevance are extremely important 

- Working in groups allows students to support each other

- Hands-on is instrumental, mistakes are encouraged

- New tools need to be experimented with, using e-learning

- Students to be encouraged & feel proud of their work

- It’s a long journey, but with resources & determination, it can start!


